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BR1000 | RECUMBENT BIKE

QUICK TRAIL CONTROLS. Controls in the handlebar that allow 
users to change parameters without changing the position.

ERGONOMIC SEAT. Its careful design ensures a proper position 
during the exercise. It also improves the user’s comfort.

SEAT ADJUSTMENT. The ergonomic seat has an adjustment 
system with IGUS bushings, simple and precise.

RECUMBENT BIKE

BR1000

Height (cm) 150

Width (cm) 67

Length (cm) 166

Weight (Kg) 97

Transmission Poly-V belt

Resistance system Electromagnetic

Generator Genesia III

Rear V-Shape Stability System Yes

Max. user weight (kg) 190

Quick Trail Controls Yes

Non-slippery pedals Yes

Heartrate sensors in the handlebar Yes

Wireless heartrate measuring Yes

Ergonomic transpirable backrest Yes

Bottleholder 2x

Transport wheels Yes

Adjustable supports Yes

Reinforced structure (3mm) Yes
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SPECIFICATIONS - RECUMBENT BIKE MOVEMIA (BR1000)

Electromagnetic brake system with generator. Maximum reliability and precision. No need for
electric mains except for the monitor
- 25 resistance levels 
- Double side handlebars, with integrated Quick Trail Controls with Start, Stop and Level 
selection buttons, which allow a customized training experience
- The seat can be adjusted just with one hand.
- Ergonomic seat with constant back support. Adjustable horizontally in order to adapt it to any 
person.
-Drive system: mainteinance free Poli-V belt. No chain means no oiling. No chain means no 
noise

FULL CONNECTIVITY DISPLAY (SMARTFOCUS)

-4K/HD display with 19" or 16" possibilities
- Multi-language configuration: 23 languages available
- Information on the screen: Speed, distance, time, burned calories, pulse, training program, level and 
inclination. 
- Connexion Internet via Ethernet or Wifi
- Connexion TV (with coaxial cable)
- Audio Input for earphones
- Training programs: Manual,Hills, Weight Loss, Aerobic, Endurance, interval trainings, Distance Objective, 
Calories Objective, Time Objective, Heart Rate Control Objective, VO2Max test, Virtual Active...
- Virtual Active : 12 running videos, recorded on first person for a fully inmersive sensation.  Choose your track 
all around the world
- Quick Start possibility
-  USB port.
- Central Station - platform for an easy management of all the equipment: This software offers a full vision  of 
the equipment, giving  live data of the performance in the club.  The owner will have the possibility to analyze 
the data for each machine (hours of use, kilometers, alerts, warnings...). It offers, as well, some marketing tools 
in order to improve the communication with the cusgomers, making it more efficient. .  Due to this Central 
Station, the machines will send automatic messages if the equipment is not connected to the intenet or if the 
equipment requires some maintenance. . 




